
YKCC Cleansing Sub Committee (CSC) Monthly Report – January/February 2017

Matters discussed at meeting

 SWG3 litter sweeps along Clyde Expressway – requested that SWG3 extend litter 
sweeps to extend to the pedestrian pathway along expressway from just Eastvale Place. 

Partick Pumping Station (Scottish Water) – Scottish Water refutes that the smell is 
consistent. We have argued again, and asked Jim Prescott to look into this informally.

CCTV for fly tipping hot spots – LES and Community Safety have run a trial period on 
Elderslie Street previously and found it ineffective due to burden of proof

LES operatives poor working practices – Discussed how binmen are passing full bin bags 
over fences because of the “difficulties” in moving bins through closes. Neil has secured 
not only confirmation that this should not and will not be happening, but has also had 
word of disciplinary proceedings against LES operatives who undertake this practice. 
Please pass any mention of this continuing to us to deal with. 

We also complained to LES regarding illicit breaks for street sweepers behind Green Chilli 
Café, in the back court of Overnewton Street. No response has been passed to us 
regarding this. 

Park refuse – LES operatives had been failing to pick up bags generated by their own 
litter sweeper in Overnewton Sq due to poor operational practice (driving past without 
checking for unseen bags). We requested this change

Designated Bulk Uplift Sites – Considering the common use of some places (behind New 
Golden Bell on Gray Street) as places to dump bulk uplift, we raised the possibility of 
designated dumping spots, where bulk uplift can be left and uplifted regularly

My Glasgow App – We registered our objection to the use of “lists” to be provided by 
those requesting bulk uplift. We also requested that we as a community council would be 
trusted to make requests without such measures

Matters dealt at other times;

1 Corunna Street residential bin – This bin is located on Corunna Street due to H&S 
assessments on the block. Gavin has noticed it is continually overflowing, and has on 
two separate weekends taken pictures of it in a ridiculous state. Regular visits by bin 
truck were requested multiple times before and this has still yet to be implemented. 
Requested again.

Overnewton Street Bulk Refuse – LG passed along a complaint regarding a back court of 
Overnewton Street. The resident had requested bulk uplift for a large amount of refuse 
and followed correct procedure. LES operatives had attended, removed a small amount 



of the bulk refuse and then closed the request off as complete. We have since 
complained about this, requested a full uplift immediately and an inquiry into the 
operatives actions. 

Litter – As the Hydro becomes busy again for the 2017 season, litter is on the rise badly 
on Minerva Street and surrounding areas. We requested the reattendance of litter patrols 
that had been not so evident recently. 

Workforce attitude – Several incidents over the past month led GC to comment generally 
on the lack of focus, consideration and attitude of the LES workforce, who show a 
distinct lack of foresight. Bins have been left overturned, misplaced or poorly returned to 
bin shelters. There is a general lack of consideration and motivation to rectify problems 
that can cause serious issues for residential users. Litter is once again evident 
everywhere and requests are being incomplete or poorly attended to.  
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